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Tightly packed ranks of Ardboys plough into the fray to the sound of booming war drums and snapping banners. 
Shoulder plate to shoulder plate, the orruks fight ferociously, their violence focussed by the roaring orders of their boss 
and their eagerness to impress the mighty Ironjawz.

ORRUK ARDBOYS

DESCRIPTION
A unit of Ardboys has 10 or more 
models. Each unit is armed with an 
array of weapons; some of the boys carry 
Orruk-forged Choppas and Smashas, while 
others wield Orruk-forged Big Choppas. 
Some of the boys may instead carry a 
single Orruk-forged Choppa or Smasha 
and an Orruk-forged Shield.

ARDBOY BOSS
The leader of this unit is an Ardboy Boss. 
Add 1 to all of their hit rolls.

WAAAGH! DRUMMER
Models in this unit may be Waaagh! 
Drummers. Add 2 to charge rolls for a unit 
that includes any Waaagh! Drummers.

STANDARD BEARER
Models in this unit may be Standard 
Bearers. Standard Bearers can carry either 
an Orruk Banner or an Icon of Gork.

ABILITIES
Orruk Banner: You can add 2 to the 
Bravery of all models in a unit that 

includes any Orruk Banners, as long as the 
enemy are within 3" of the unit.

Icon of Gork: If a model flees from a unit 
that includes any of these Icons, roll a dice; 
on a 6 the Standard Bearer thumps the 
cowardly orruk – they return to the fight 
and don’t flee.

Orruk-forged Shields: Roll a dice before 
allocating a wound to a model with an 
Orruk-forged Shield. On a roll of 6 the 
wound is ignored.
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MELEE WEAPONS Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage

Orruk-forged Choppa or Smasha 1" 2 4+ 3+ - 1
Orruk-forged Choppas and Smashas 1" 3 4+ 3+ - 1

Orruk-forged Big Choppa 1" 2 4+ 3+ -1 1




